
Would you like to know what IoT means to your 
company? Are you looking for realistic IoT scenari-
os for your company? Do you want to be future-ori-
ented and increase your competitiveness?
Then we are the right partner for you! We will find 
out about the potential your business has if suita-
ble IoT solutions extend it.

The ROBIOTIC.ANALYSIS
From our many years’ experience we know: Every 
customer and every IoT project is different. This 
is why ROBIOTIC does not provide you an off-the-
shelf solution, but an individual potential analysis 
tailored to your needs. In a joint workshop we de-
velop a detailed structure and identify the guidelines 
of your planned IoT project. In this way, you and we 
gain insights that lead to your new business case.

The ROBIOTIC Business Case
The ROBIOTIC Business Case is the result of our pre-
vious, in-depth analysis. A comprehensive proof of 

concept, answering your most important questions:
       What do I want to achieve?
       What is my product, my service?
       What should I ideally do?
       How high are my investment costs?
Concrete, not superficial: The ROBIOTIC Business 
Case summarizes the most important key data of 
your planned IoT project in a compressed form. A 
real value proposition, based on valid data & facts 
including investment plan, cost overview and - if 
possible and necessary - ROI calculation.

The ROBIOTIC Project Realization
We realize your defined IoT project and implement 
the complete IoT environment.  ROBIOTIC maps all 
steps of the complex process chain: Sensors, data 
transmission, data analysis, processes and pay-
ment. ROBIOTIC integrates the entire process into 
your existing infrastructure. We ensure a successful 
implementation - up to the training of your emp-
loyees and subsequent support with services.

ROBIOTIC.CONCEPT: From potential 
analysis, to training your employees
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The
ROBIOTIC.
ANALYSIS
First Contact
Would you like to have your business model analy-
sed for realistic, disruptive IoT applications and de-
velop a proven IoT business case? Then get in touch 
with us!

First interview
You don’t know how IoT is worthwhile for your 
business? You have ideas on how to make it, but 
you can‘t define them? You already know what you 
want and are now looking for an experienced part-
ner to implement it? We introduce ourselves to you 
and you give us a first insight into your work and 
your company. This enables us to identify your indi-
vidual requirements.

The workshop
Together we develop a detailed structure and iden-
tify the guidelines of your planned IoT project. 
Thus, ROBIOTIC provides you with a perfect deci-
sion-making basis for the rollout of the targeted 
project.

The Realization
Implementations
We implement your defined IoT project holistically. 
We implement the hardware and software for each 
individual component of your IoT process chain and 
seamlessly integrate it into your system landscape:
 Sensor technology + IoT interfaces
 Implementation of data transfer into the cloud
 Software for data analysis
 Adaptation of the software for the processes
 Implementation of an efficient billing model
 Programming of interfaces for connection to  
 your ERP/CRM

Employee training
We accompany the change process with professio-
nal training courses. Step by step, we familiarize 
your employees with the new systems, new graphi-
cal data views, analyses and processes.

Support
ROBIOTIC accompanies your project until the ent-
ire IoT process chain is functioning smoothly and to 
your complete satisfaction. If required even beyond 
we are at your disposal.
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